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Tempurpedic ergo power base manual

Twin Long - 37.5 x 79.5 Double - 53.5 x 73.5 Queen - 59.5 x 79.5 King (2 pieces) - 75.5 x 39.75 each piece (horizontally separated) CA King (2 pieces) - 71.75 5 x 41,5 x 41,575 each piece (horizontally separated) Split King (2 pieces) - 37.5 x 79.5 each piece (vertically separated) Split CA King (2 pieces)
-35.5 x 83.5 each piece (vertically separated) Please , please note: The basics are purposefully built on slightly smaller sizes than the appropriate mattresses they maintain to ensure compatibility with sleeping furniture. MASSAGE:2 zone massage QUIETMODE™Gently tilts your mattress in anti-snore
position OTHER FEATURES:Underbed Lighting USB Ports Full Coverage: 3 Year Parts &amp; LaborFull Coverage: 5 year for parts onlyperformed coverage: 25 Year Frame Guarantee 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 Content 28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Twin Long - 37.5 x 79.5 Double - 53.5 x 73.5 Queen - 59.5 x 79.5 2 pieces) - 75.5 x 39.75 each piece (horizontally separated) CA King (2 pieces) - 71.5 x 41.75 each piece (horizontally separated) Split King (2 pieces) - 3 items 7,5x 79,5 each piece (vertically separated) Split
CA King (2 pieces) -35,5 x 83,5 each piece (vertically separated) Please note : The basics are purposefully built to a slightly smaller size, than the appropriate mattresses, they support to ensure compatibility with furniture for the bedroom. MASSAGE:2 zone massage QUIETMODE™Gently tilts your
mattress in anti-snore position OTHER FEATURES:Underbed Lighting USB Ports Full Coverage: 3 Year Parts &amp; LaborFull Coverage: 5 year for parts onlyperformed coverage: 25 Year Frame Guarantee 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 1 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 Content 2 8 1 2 3
Content 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 Content 28 Ease of owner manualTEMPUR-Ergo Owner ManualTEMPUR-Ergo Smart Base Owner ManualTEMPUR-Ergo Owner GuideTEMPUR-Ergo Extend
Smart Base Owner Shipping questions.Are there questions about delivery? (888) 811-5053 Twin - 37.5 x 73.5Twin Long - 37.5 x 79.5Fill - 53.5 x 73.5Queen - 5 9.5 x 79.5 King - 75.5 x 39.75 each piece (2 pieces), horizontally separated)CA King - 71.5 x 41.75 each piece (2 pieces, horizontally
separated)Split king - 37.5 x 79.5 piece (2 pieces, vertically separated)Split CA king -35.5 x 83.5 each piece (2 pieces, vertically separated)*Sizes of each individual base may differ. Please note that the bases are purposefully built in slightly smaller sizes than the appropriate mattresses they support to
ensure compatibility with bedroom furniture. Power Base &amp;amp; Sleeptracker® FAQs View all FAQs What are the tempur-pedic requirements® безпеки? Tempur-Pedic® система ®: Адаптер живлення A 110-240v 110-240v Wi-Fi router is connected to active home Internet Device iOS running on
OS 12.0 or later or Android device running os 8.0 or later. What is AI sleep coach? The AI-based sleep coach in the app generates a personal assessment of sleep each night (up to two separate sleepers). The app tracks improvements over time and offers easy-to-implement, personal sleep tips based on
an analysis of individual sleep patterns. The advice is always informed about your personal sleep behavior. Your sleep coach can react to something that works really well, like hitting your sleep goal or a high percentage of deep sleep. You will get tips that have the potential to raise your sleep score in the
coming nights. Which Smart Home devices are compatible with Tempur-Pedic® Sleeptracker® Tempur-Pedic® Sleeptracker® works with: Any Amazon Alexa-enabled device. Just customize ® in your Amazon Alexa app. Any Google Assistant-enabled device. Just customize your ® the Google Assistant
app. Does Tempur-Pedic® Sleeptracker® keep sleep data for both my partner and myself? Yes, you and your partner will have unique Sleeptracker ® that track and store sleep data. When setting up the app, you'll be asked to specify which side of the bed you're sleeping on, allowing the system to
distinguish you from your partner. If you switch sides of the bed, simply update this information in the app in Menu &gt; My Sleeptracker Monitor &gt; Bed &amp;amp; Sleeper setup &gt; change your side of the bed. What if I have a pet that sleeps on the bed? Typically, Sleeptracker® sensors are designed
to ignore pets at the foot of the bed and shouldn't affect heart rate or breathing rate data, but if a pet gets up and moves overnight, it can affect recorded data. In &gt; My Sleeptracker® Monitor &gt; Bed &amp;&; Sleep status &gt; Bed type &amp;amp; Profile, make sure you have so selected for you
allowing pets in your bed? How are mattresses/foundations/power bases delivered? We use a home delivery service to deliver these products. Once you've placed your order, they'll call you in to schedule a delivery. Shipping is usually within 7 business days from the day you placed your order, with metro
areas generally faster than rural areas. When they deliver your new bed, they'll insert it in your bedroom and remove the packaging materials. They'll even take off your old mattress and box spring unless you ask them not to. Will your power base be placed inside my existing bed frame? We found that
power bases are placed inside most modern bed frames. However, they may not fit inside the antique frames of the bed or other non-standard frames. measure the inside of the bed frame and compare with the measurements below to make sure the power base is suitable. What is the weight limit of your
power base? Our power bases support up to 650 pounds each (Twin, (Twin, Long, double, queen-size and separated/double ca king base). All power bases will constructively maintain the recommended weight distributed evenly throughout the head and foot area. Basic products are not designed to
maintain or lift this amount of weight in sections of the head or foot alone. ^The bed lifts once by about 12 degrees in response to snoring. This can help reduce snoring in other healthy individuals who snore through body positioning. Take your sleep to the next level with our new TEMPUR-Ergo®
Sleeptracker-based Smart Bases®-AI. Smart Base TEMPUR-Ergo creates a fully integrated system with personalized sleep and coaching analytics, as well as a uniquely adjustable foundation that responds to snoring by setting up the bed automatically^, so you don't need to. TEMPUR-Ergo® Smart
Bases offer the following features:Responds to snoring, automatically^: TEMPUR-Ergo® Smart Base experiences snoring and automatically lifts its head to a position that can reduce snoring. Individual sleep report: Every morning you'll receive a personalized sleep report and sleep score based on a
range of bio, sleep, and environmental indicators. These include heart rate and breathing, time spent awake, time spent in different phases of sleep and sleep efficiency. This sleep score helps to indicate overall sleep quality; it ranges from 0 to 100, and factors total sleep along with how quickly you fell
asleep, time spent in REM, light and deep sleep phases and the number of wakes. Personalized Sleep Coaching: By infusing AI to analyze this data, each sleeper gets personalized ideas and advice on sleep strategies to help you and your partner achieve deeper, more sleep rejuvenating. Examples of
sleep coaching:Waking up at the same time every day (including weekends and weekends) can help you sleep better at night. If your average sleep time is 10:53 p.m., you can learn that when you go to bed before 11 p.m., your average deep sleep ratio is 5% higher than when you go to bed later. Smart
home connection: with compatible Google ® and Amazon Alex®a, you can use simple voice commands to adjust base position, get daily sleep reports and even get personalized sleep tips.^^How TEMPUR-Ergo® Smart Bases Work:Based on more than a decade of sleep science research,
sleeptracker®-AI uses a pair of unobtrusive sleep monitoring sensors to capture data, without using wearables, microphones or cameras. This secure and anonymous data collection allows users to opt out or even temporarily pause sleep tracking at any time with just one tap. Throughout the night, the
sleep system monitors your sleep phases and quality, summarizing them in daily reports delivered via email or an easy-to-use smart app Other smart database features ® TEMPUR-Ergo: Set sleep schedule by selecting when you want to sleep and you want to wake up during the optimum sleep phase in
the time range using the Smart AlarmPlay sleep cycle White noise automatically or manually, choice of more than 20 sounds, or choose from your personal iTunes librarySelect control of your sleep space with almost unlimited positions of head and foot lifting for reading, watching TV or workRelax with a
mattress massage with two or four massage areas (2 for a smart TEMPUR-Ergo base and 4 for TEMPUR-Ergo Extend Smart Base)Plus : Wireless remote control with backlight keys, adjustable legs, trimmed lighting and USB portsIn some retail stores is available smart basic collection TEMPUR-Ergo,
with extended availability in the near future. You can view our tempur-ergo smart base and Tempur-Ergo Extend Smart Base here.^Bed raises once by about 12 degrees in response to snoring. This can reduce snoring in other healthy individuals who snore through body positioning.^^Tempur-Pedic®
Sleeptracker is not created, affiliated or maintained by Google Inc.Page 2Some people adapt to the new mattress faster than others. We want to make sure you have time to get your best night's sleep every night. Our 90 night trial covers mattresses1 purchased directly from Tempurpedic.com, at tempur-
Pedic's flagship store or through our direct phone sales. NowHOW IT WORKSPurchase shop Tempur-Pedic® from us, on our website, from tempur-pedic flagship store, or by phone. Using our white glove delivery service home, we'll deliver your mattress and install it in your home. Your 90-night trial starts
here. Sleep on a new mattress for at least 30 nights, after which, if you are not satisfied in the first 90 days of purchase, call us at 1-800-821-6621. Our customer service team will work with you to resolve any concerns. TERMS Of OrderIng, posted directly from Tempur-Pedic on this website, from the
Tempur-Pedic Flagship store or from our direct order of telephone salesConductor is not valid for purchases made in third-party retail storesConductor is not valid on closed mattresses, and other products that are not mattressesAdding payment of $175 may applyFill return of products purchased directly
from Tempur-Pedic. Mattresses, power bases (all models), foundations, bed frames, pillows, pillows, bed linen and accessories are not eligible. The 90 Night Trial offer is only valid for first-time purchases.2 The shipping refund fee may apply if you have taken advantage of the free shipping offer. Shipping
fee is $175.Page 3For 10 years after purchasing a new mattress or foundation from Tempur-Pedic or authorized tempur-Pedic Retailer if it has a defect spreading in accordance with we will replace or repair it. This includes all parts of the mattress and foundation, no
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